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SMALL PROGRAMMING EXERCISES 24 
A function _f is called convex if _f( i) does not exceed the average of .f( i - 1) and 
_f( i + 1). Exa mples of convex functions are .f( x) = 0 and s< x) = x’. Exercise 55 deals 
with an array that represents a convex function. We have to check whether the array 
contains equal consecutive elements. This problem may be solved in 0( log N) time 
for an array of size IV. I owe this problem to Jan L.A. van de Snepscheut. 
A subsequence of a sequence is one that can be obtained by deleting zero or more 
elements from the original sequence. Exercise 56 asks to write a program that 
determines the lexicographically greatest subsequence of a given sequence. It allows 
a solution with an execution time that is linear in the length of the given sequence. 
This problem is due to Anne Kaldewaij. 
Exercise 55: Convex neighbour equality 
Find a statement list S such that 
I[N: inf; (IV2 I} 
X(i: 0s is IV): array of inr; 
{(Ai:O<i<N:2*X(i)sX(i-l)+X(i+l))} 
I[b: bool; 
S 
{b=(Ei:O<i<N:X(i)=X(i+l))) 
II 
II 
Exercise 56; Lexicographically greatest subsequence 
We first define the terms subsequence and lexicographk order. Let S- denote the 
empty sequence and let a;u denote the nonempty sequence consisting of element 
a followed by sequence u. For sequences s and t we define s to be a subsequence 
of t, notation s c t, by 
(0) EEt 
(1) 1(a;uE E) 
(2) a;ucb;v=a;ucvv(a=bmsv) 
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The lexicographic order for sequences, notation s z I, is defined by 
Using these notations our exercise may be formulated as 
([N:inf;(N~l} 
X(i: OS i< IV): arrayof inf; 
I[m: inf; c(i: 0s i < N): array of inr; 
S 
{cti: 0s i< nr)c_ X A (As: SC X: .s~c(i: 0s i< m))} 
II 
II 
Solution of’ Exercise S3 (idempotence swap) 
We have to find a solution for S, whose only operations on X are swaps, in 
l[N: inf;{K=O) 
([X(i: OS i < IV): array of inr; 
(( Ai: 0~ i< IV: 0s X(i) < IV)) 
S 
(( Ai: 0~ i < IV: X(X(i)) = X(i))} 
II 
I! 
The standard way of finding an invariant is to replace a constant in the postcondi- 
tion by a variable. Doing so, we obtain: 
P: O~n~lVn(Ai:Osi<n:X(X(i))=X(i)) 
Invariant P can be established by initializing n at 0. The guard of the repetition is 
then n f N. Per step of the repetition n is increased by 1. This increment of n 
maintains B provided X(X(n)) = X(n). If this equality does not hold the array 
element at position n must be swapped with another element, since swapping is tk 
only array operation allowed. We consider to swap it with the &enc,nt at posnrork 
X(n). This operation satisfies 
{X(n)=A} X:swap(X(n),n) {X(A)=A} (0) 
The above swap can violate X(X(i)) = X(i) for 0~ i < n only for values i that 
satisfy i=A or X(i)= A. However, for both values of i we l=an conclude X(X(i)) = 
X(i) from X(A) =: A. Hence, the above swap maintains P. We, therefore, propose 
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the following program: 
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s: l[,I: inf; n:=O {P) 
; do n f N 
- do X(X(n)) # X(n) 
- X:swap(X(n), n) 
od 
{PAX(Xh))=X(n)) 
;n:=n+l {P} 
od 
(Pw = IV, hence the postcondition holds) 
II 
The only remaining proof obligation is the termination of the inner repetition. 
Since the swap in (0) establishes X(A) = A, we choose 
(Ni: 0~ i< N: X(X(i))# X(i)) 
as our bound function. Notice that the swap in (0) is applied only if X( X( n )) # X(n), 
i.e. if X( A) f A and X(n) # n. Since it establishes X(A) = A and affects the elements 
at positions A and n only, it decreases the bound function by at least 1. We not 
only conclude that the inner repetition terminates, but also that the execution time 
of the whole program is linear in IV. 
As a side remark we mention that changing the postcondition to X(X(i)) s X(i) 
would only require to change the guard of the inner repetition to X(X(i)) > X(i). 
Solution of Exercise 54 ( multiple-arcs reduction )
The representation of directed graph G may contain multiple arcs. It is the purpose 
c f this exercise to transform the representation of G into the standard form, which 
hoes not have multiple arcs: 
I[N,M: int;{NHA MsO} 
b(j: O<j< N), e(i: 0~ i< M): arrayof int; 
{MSUC(G,b,e)I 
I[bO(j: O<j< N), aO(i: OS i< M): arrayof int; 
S 
(SUC( G,bO,eO( i: 06 i < bO( N)))) 
The postcondition may be written as 
(Aj: Osj< N: Q(j)) 
where 
At. Rent 
Again we obtain the invariant by replacing constant N by a variable n: 
PO: Oan~N~(Aj:O~j<n:Q(j)) 
Et may be initialized with n = 0. The guard of the repetition is tr f N. 
We next consider the statement list of the repetition. It should establish Q( n 1. 
We are, consequently, interested in set 
W)jb(n)s ic b(n+l)) 
To record this’ set we introduce boolean array c( k: 0 G k < N ) and establish 
(Ak:O~k<N:c(k)~Ei~(e(i)lh(n)Ii<b(ni!))) (11 
Then Q(n) can be established by recording the elements of set {k 
40, at the positions from bO( n) upwards. 
Our goal is “10 make the execution of the step of the repetition proportional to 
h( n + 1) - b(n). The execution time of the whole program will then be O( M + N). 
This excludes the possibility to initialize cat false within the repetition. We, therefore, 
extend the invariant to 
Pl: POA(A~:O~~~VN:T(~)) 
The above analysis would lead to a program of the following structure: 
c:=fdse; n:=O 
;donUV 
- ESTABLISH (1) 
; ESTABLISH Q(n) 
; MAKE c FALSE 
; n:=n+l 
od 
The part “MAKE c FALSE” can easily be coded efficiently: 
\[i; int; i:= 60(n) 
;do i#bO(n+I) 
- c: (eO( i)) =fake; i := if 1 
od 
Ji 
There is, however, a problem with “‘ESTABLISH Q(n)“. This would require Iv 
steps, making the whole program 0( IV’). We can remedy this by merging it with 
“ESTABLISH (1)“: whenever in “ESTABLISH (1)” an array element c(k) changes 
from false to true? vertex k is added to day e0. We thus arrive at the following 
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solution: 
s: I[n: inf;~(k:8~k<N):arrayof&ool; 
n:=O;don#N+c:(n)=_$zke;n:=n+1od 
; 60: (0) = b(0); n := 0 
;don#N 
- I[i,iO: int; i,iO:= b(n), &O(n) 
;do ifb(n+l) 
- I[k: int; k:= e(i) 
; if c(k)-skip 
Oic(k)-eO:(iO)=k;c:(k)=ffue;iO:=iO+l 
fi 
II 
; i:= i+t 
od 
; bO:(n+t)=iO 
II 
. 
9 i[i: inf; i:= 60(n) 
;doi#bO(n+l)-c:(eO(i))=false;i:=i+hd 
II 
;n :=n+l 
od 
II 
The above is indeed an 0( M + JV) algorithm. 
